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years after the Corporal Punishment Prohibition Notification in Education, 
and the Effect of Corporal Punishment Prohibition Education 
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Notification of the ban on corporal punishment in Japanese education was issued 
in 2013, and coaches’ use of corporal punishment in school sport clubs has subsequently 
decreased, but it is still scattered.
This study was planned for two purposes related to sport coaches’ use of corporal 
punishment. The first was to examine the corporal punishment from sport coaches in 
participants’ third year of high school. Participants were 1st grade female students entering 
a women’s college of physical education. The second was to show the effect of corporal 
punishment prevention education, comparing participants’ recognition about sport coaches’ 
corporal punishment before and after classes on corporal punishment prevention. 
A corporal punishment survey was conducted over three years: with 180 people in 
2015, 177 people in 2016, and 178 people in 2017. In 2015 only, a survey was conducted to 
examine the effects of the prevention of corporal punishment. Before the class, 180 people 
were surveyed, and after the class, 195 people were surveyed. 192 people were also surveyed 
after a discussion.
High school sport coaches’ corporal punishment of students has decreased gradually 
over the past 3 years, but it was still experienced by 10 percent of participants.
The main reasons for corporal punishments were, “I couldn’t do properly what the 
coach told me to do” and “I was beaten as a representative of all team members”. Most 
participants respected their coaches. Despite corporal punishment, comparing the group 
that experienced corporal punishment and the group that didn’t experience corporal 
punishment, the former group participated in national competitions more frequently.
After the corporal punishment prohibition classes, the negative side of corporal 
punishment was understood, and those who think that corporal punishment is unnecessary 
increased in number. In addition, if they were punished corporally in the future, many 



































































participants discussed in small groups, affirmative thoughts about corporal punishment 
increased, and selections of the items, “it is unavoidable” and “do not know” reached 40 
percent. As the result was influenced by the recognition that corporal punishment is 
necessary for higher competitive results, it is important to devise a topic emphasizing the 
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1 3    7                   27                                                      63
1 3      12                     27                                                  58
4     7                    29                           20                                  40
5     6                         38                                       29                            23
7            16                          31                                26                          21
14               15                             36                                  24                  11
17                14                         31                                  28                   10
12                  22                                  37                                20                9
27                              26                                  34                        8      5
21                      20                                   42                                14        4
36                                     28                             24                  8      4
41                                       26                           23                 7    3
図9．体罰防止の内容の理解
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